New measurements by the PHENIX experiment at RHIC for η production at midrapidity as a function of transverse momentum (pT ) and collision centrality in √ sNN = 200 GeV Au+Au and p + p collisions are presented. They indicate nuclear modification factors (RAA) which are similar both in magnitude and trend to those found in earlier π 0 measurements. Linear fits to RAA as a function of pT in 5-20 GeV/c show that the slope is consistent with zero within two standard deviations at all centralities although a slow rise cannot be excluded. Having different statistical and systematic uncertainties, the π 0 and η measurements are complementary at high pT ; thus, along with the extended pT range of these data they can provide additional constraints for theoretical modeling and the extraction of transport properties. Suppression of high p T hadron production in Au+Au collisions at RHIC [1, 2] and its absence in d+Au collisions [3] provided the first direct evidence that an extremely dense medium is formed in heavy ion collisions at RHIC energies. This suppression relative to the yield expected from the convolution of independent nucleonnucleon scatterings, measured by the nuclear modification factor R AA , is now confirmed up to 20 GeV/c with identified π 0 and attributed to the energy loss of the hard scattered partons in the dense medium. Several models with very different assumptions describe the magnitude of the observed π 0 suppression, but predict slightly different evolution with increasing p T . Calculations based on perturbative QCD (pQCD) and static plasma predict that the fractional parton energy loss decreases with p T like log(p T )/p T leading to a slow rise of the R AA with p T (for a recent review see [4] ). In contrast, some AdS/CFT calculations find that the fractional energy loss is proportional to p T . Therefore, R AA decreases with increasing transverse momentum [5] [6] [7] [8] . The universal upper bound model [9] predicts that R AA remains almost independent of the energy of the original gluon or quark. Other effects (modified nuclear parton distribution functions, Cronin-effect, modified fragmentation functions, the quark/gluon ratio) at given x T (2p T / √ s) can also dependence of R AA , and it is clear change the p T dependence of R AA , and it is clear that a precise measurement of the evolution of R AA with p T would help * Deceased † PHENIX Spokesperson: jacak@skipper.physics.sunysb.edu in confirming or rejecting classes of theories and putting tight constraints on the free parameters of the remaining ones. The first rigorous attempt to confront the observed π 0 suppression with various pQCD-based parton energy loss calculations and to put quantitative constraints on the transport properties of the medium was made in [10] using PHENIX π 0 data. One intriguing result was that a linear fit with a slope consistent with zero described the evolution of R AA with p T slightly better than any of the pQCD models predicting a slow rise. However, the large statistical and systematic uncertainties of the high p T π 0 points prevented a clear distinction between constant or slowly rising R AA .
One reason the π 0 data [2] allow such ambiguous interpretations is that the experimental uncertainties rise rapidly as we move to higher p T (>12-14 GeV/c), due to "shower merging," as explained below. In the case of the η this problem is absent for p T up to 50 GeV/c, significantly beyond the p T range expected to be accessible at RHIC. While the yield of the actually reconstructed η mesons is smaller except at the highest p T , the improvement in systematic uncertainties can help provide better constraints in comparisons to theory at high p T and thus complement the π 0 results. Of course some caution in interpreting the results is warranted: while both π 0 and η consist of light quarks, η does have a hidden strangeness (ss) content so it is not a priori obvious that the π 0 and η results are interchangeable. Earlier measurements [11] have shown that at least up to 12 GeV/c, the π 0 and η nuclear modification factors in Au+Au agree within uncertainties and the η/π 0 ratio is constant for p T ≥4 GeV/c in p+p [11] . Using recent, more precise measurements in PHENIX, we will re-examine whether π 0 and GeV/c, the combinatorial background has been subtracted by using mixed events. Note the large difference between π 0 and η raw yields. Insert: the η region magnified. Bottom: 16<pT <18 GeV/c region, where mixed event subtraction is no longer necessary. Also, here a cut on the γ-pair energy asymmetry, α < 0.6 has been applied, which greatly improves the signal/background ratio at the η peak but cuts into the lower part of the π 0 peak due to cluster merging.
η production at midrapidity is indeed similar and study the asymptotic behavior of R AA . This analysis used 3.25B minimum bias (MB) √ s N N = 200 GeV Au+Au events, corresponding to 0.511 nb Both the Au+Au and p+p data sets were analyzed using the same analysis chain and cuts; thus, some of the systematic uncertainties cancel when we calculate the nuclear modification factor R AA for Au+Au.
Collision centrality in Au+Au has been established by the beam-beam counters [13] (BBC, 3.0 < |η| < 3.9). A Glauber-model Monte Carlo along with a simulation of the BBC response was used to estimate the average number of participating nucleons (N part ) and binary nucleonnucleon collisions (N coll ) for each centrality bin [12] .
The η mesons were measured via their η → γγ decay channel. The photons were reconstructed in the leadscintillator (PbSc) sectors of the PHENIX Electromagnetic Calorimeter (EMCal) [14] covering 3/8 of the full azimuth and −0.35 < η < 0.35 in pseudorapidity, and the η yield was extracted from two-photon invariant mass distributions. This analysis is similar to the one described in [11, 15] . There are three important differences. In the case of π 0 starting around p T =12 GeV/c the minimum opening angle of the two decay photons is small enough for the photon showers to merge and become indistinguishable. As p T increases, this effect leads to an increasing loss of observed π 0 , resulting in large corrections and corresponding systematic uncertainties (which are in fact the dominant systematic uncertainties at high p T ). Since the mass of the η is about four times larger than the π 0 , this is not a problem for the η measurement up to p T ∼50 GeV/c. On the other hand the observable η rates are much lower at low and medium p T , as seen in the invariant mass distributions in Fig. 1 , because of the smaller branching ratio into two photons (39%) and the small η/π 0 ≈0.5 production ratio. The raw yields become comparable only around 20 GeV/c. Finally, in the η analysis we applied an α < 0.6 photon pair energy asymmetry cut (as opposed to α < 0.8 for π 0 ) in order to improve the signal/background ratio in the η region. The raw η yield is always counted by integrating the histogram bin content in the η mass window (typically ±30 MeV/c 2 ), but the way we treat the underlying combinatorial background varies as a function of p T . In Au+Au up to 10 GeV/c, mixed event subtraction is used. The η region is then fitted with a polynomial and Gaussian (see insert in Fig. 1 ) to estimate the residual background. When the signal/background ratio reaches 1.0, already in the 7-10 GeV/c range, depending on centrality, mixed event subtraction is no longer needed; a polynomial and Gaussian fit is used on the original in- variant mass distribution to estimate the background. At even higher p T (12-16 GeV/c) we estimate the residual background under the peak simply from the average bin content of the sidebands (the regions above and below the peak).
Systematic uncertainties are classified into three types: Type A is p T -uncorrelated ("point-by-point") and for the purposes of fitting and plotting, is added in quadrature to the statistical errors. Type C is the overall normalization uncertainty allowing all points to move by the same fraction up or down. Type B is all other p T -correlated uncertainties (including the cases where the shape of the correlation function is not known). Table I lists typical uncertainties on the spectra and R AA . "Conversion (HBD)" stands for loss due to photon conversion in the Hadron Blind Detector, which was present in one of the two central arms during the 2007 (Au+Au) data taking. "ERT norm." stands for the normalization uncertainty of the EMCal-RICH Trigger, selecting high p T photons and electrons. "Acceptance variations" are small day-by-day changes of dead areas in the detector and thus are independent for the p+p and Au+Au runs. The systematic uncertainties on raw yield, photon PID and conversion (other) are common in p+p and Au+Au, and hence were partially cancelled out in the R AA calculation. Cross sections for p+p → η + X and invariant yield of inclusive η production in Au+Au collisions for different centralities are shown in Fig. 2 . They cover the 5 < p T < 22 GeV/c range and five orders of magnitude in cross section (invariant yield). The overall normalization uncertainties (Type C) are 13% for p+p and 5% for Au+Au. Parameters of simple power-law fits (A/p n T ) to various, partially overlapping centrality selections, including ones not shown in Fig. 2 , are given in Table II . Fits include all available points in the 5 <p T < 22 GeV/c range but exclude upper limits. Only statistical and p Tuncorrelated uncertainties were used in the fits. Note that for π 0 in Au+Au collisions the power n was consistent within uncertainties at all centralities [2] ranging from 8.00±0.12 in 0-5% to 8.06±0.08 in 80-92%, and for π 0 in p+p the power n was 8.22±0.09. In this measurement we find that for η production p + p → η + X the power n is the same as it was for π 0 . The powers obtained for η in Au+Au are also consistent with those from π 0 within two standard deviations. The nuclear modification factor R AA is defined as
where σ pp is the production cross section of the particle in p+p collisions, and T AB is the nuclear thickness function averaged over a range of impact parameters for the given centrality, calculated within a Glauber model [16] . When calculating R AA , the measured p+p points are used. R AA for η production is shown in Fig. 3 for four centralities, along with linear fits to R AA . Fit parameters are listed in Table III . In the measured p T range we observe strong suppression in all but the most peripheral collisions. As shown in Fig. 4 , for the minimum bias case the suppression is quite comparable to the one observed for π 0 , and above 13 GeV/c the (relative) systematic errors are smaller. we found that the π 0 R AA is consistent with a completely flat p T dependence when fitted in the 5 < p T < 18 GeV/c region, namely the slope of a linear fit was m = 0.0017
+0.0035
−0.0039 c/GeV. Fitting the current η R AA data with straight lines gives the slopes and uncertainties listed in Table III is less than 2σ (for the 0-20% centrality bin). One and two standard deviation χ 2 contours for selected centrality bins are shown in Fig. 6 . For 0-5% centrality we repeated the linear fits using only the first 3, 4, ..., (n − 1) points and found that the slope already stabilizes around its final value with the first few points; data above 10 GeV/c improve the significance but barely change the central value itself. The same is true for other centralities.
While the above result indicates that R AA for η is consistent with a p T -independent, constant value, and disfavors a decreasing R AA , a slow rise (∼0.01 c/GeV) of R AA with increasing p T cannot be excluded. In fact, a detailed statistical analysis, comparing to various theories like the study done for π 0 in [10] is necessary once theoretical calculations of η production are available. However, assuming the linear dependence we can calculate the R AA values at 5 GeV/c (where the suppression is already at its maximum) and 20 GeV/c; the results are shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 5 .
In summary, we measured invariant yields of η in √ s N N = 200 GeV Au+Au collisions at various centralities, as well as the η production cross section in √ s = 200 GeV p+p collisions in the 5 <p T < 22 GeV/c transverse momentum range using the PbSc calorimeter of the PHENIX experiment at RHIC. The nuclear modification factor for η in minimum bias collisions is consistent with earlier π 0 results. In conclusion, linear fits to R AA as a function of p T indicate that R AA is consistent with constant at all centralities, although a slow rise cannot be excluded.
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